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Disclaimer

In this Annual Report we have disclosed forward-looking information to enable investors to comprehend our prospects and take informed

investment decisions. This report and other statements - written and oral - that we periodically make, may contain forward-looking statements

that set out anticipated results based on the management's plans and assumptions. We have tried wherever possible to identify such

statements by using words such as 'anticipate', 'estimate', 'expects', 'projects', 'intends', 'plans', 'believes' and words of similar substance in

connection with any discussion of future performance.

We cannot guarantee that these forward-looking statements will be realized, although we believe we have been prudent in our assumptions.

The achievement of results is subject to risks, uncertainties and even inaccurate assumptions. Should known or unknown risks or uncertainties

materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove inaccurate, actual results could vary materially from those anticipated, estimated or

projected. Readers should bear this in mind. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements, whether as a

result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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We strive for excellence.

We believe that the

pursuit to excel yields

better results and makes

the company stronger

and better. At Supreme,

we believe in the power

of excellence. It is

through this excellence

that we will create strong

visible growth and even

stronger shareholder

value. 

At Supreme, there is

more behind the

numbers.

At heart, we are an

infrastructure company.

And yet, our soul is

different. Excellence is in

our DNA, and it is this

that enables us to deliver

excellence even in tough

times.

Consider this:

•We started as an

aggregate supplier

company to the road

builders and therefore,

even today, being

backward integrated is

our biggest strength.

•We have invested in the

gross block much ahead

of execution to ensure

that execution is always

in time. We have never

been penalised ever for

delay in execution of

projects.

•We have an order book

that is balanced and de-

risked. We won’t be much

affected even if one

segment we serve goes

through a lean phase.

•We have a team of over

200 engineers that micro

manage every site and

ensure timely execution.

•We have diversified our

geographical exposure

and are today executing

in West, North and East.

•We have generated cash

and used that cash to

build a strong BOT asset

book, providing strong

annuity income in years

to come.

The power of excellence

can be measured in the

way we have conducted

our business. Over the

last few years, our

EBIDTA margins have

been amongst the highest

in the industry, ranging

from 17% to 21%. 

We delivered a ROCE and

ROE of 19 % and 29% in

2010-11. We have

enough visibility to deliver

substantially higher

revenue CAGR in the next

24 months. And all this

because we strive to

excel. 

All this, because we

believe in the power of

excellence.

THE POWER OF EXCELLENCE
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Excellence
In Pedigree
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Supreme is not just any

other infrastructure

player that started

business because it saw

India spending heavily on

infrastructure. Supreme

has been supporting the

Indian infrastructure

needs much before many

even started.

Our history and pedigree

are part of our culture

that makes us strive to

be excellent in whatever

we do. We have been in

the industry ever since

even a ` 25 lac contract

was considered very big.

Our founder, Mr.

B.S.Sharma spotted an

opportunity to own assets

that supplied the

'aggregates' for the road

builders. Supreme

recognised the

importance of having the

consistent supply of all

inputs and it's pricing. 

In the infrastructure

business, three principles

are of paramount

importance:

One, being competitive so

that you get the order. 

Two, since our margins

are fixed, it is our ability

to manage aggregate and

personnel cost that

determine profitability.

Three, executing in time

and within costs.

The strive for excellence

in all these three

principles started since

1983.

After being an aggregate

supplier for two decades,

the second generation at

Supreme - Mr. Vikram

Sharma (B.Tech Civil),

the Managing Director

and Mr. Vikas Sharma

(MBA), the Whole Time

Director, took the

company forward from

aggregate supplier to

infrastructure builders. 

Supreme began with

small contracts worth `

50 lacs and graduated to

much larger ones as the

infrastructure space and

the country was evolving.

One thing didn't change

though :  the Supreme

pedigree to strive for

excellence and ensure

that the three principles

of being competitive,

having inputs under

control and execution

never got compromised.

Supreme today has come

far. Supreme today has

executed single contract

worth ` 200 crores.

We believe that our

pedigree of being in this

business since 1983 has

helped us where we are.

It has helped us always

recognise and respect the

principles on which this

business was run

efficiently and effectively.

And we remain

committed to driving this

excellence further and

leave a pedigree for

generations to follow.

The Supreme pedigree to strive for
excellence is part of its culture
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Excellence
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Our resource integrated

business model has been

built on strong

foundations of our

pedigree and principles

outlined earlier. The

business model that was

chosen has set the

company into a virtuous

cycle of growth through

excellence.

Let us explain:

Supreme is today an

infrastructure company

that builds roads,

bridges, buildings and

power distribution

platforms. This is what

you see. The deliverables.

The business model that

we have used to deliver

the infrastructure is a

minimal out-sourcing

model with all inputs

supplied internally.

Besides, we have a

concentrated and a

cluster approach to lead.

Once a cluster is

identified, and project

commences, we acquire

input assets and integrate

resources.

We keep acquiring new

projects in the same

cluster and ensure that

the fixed costs get

apportioned over a larger

base. This helps us get

more competitive and

deliver better margins.

We like to control our

destiny. 

For this, it is essential

that we invest in our

input assets. Supreme

has invested in its assets

to ensure that it has

quarrying assets that

supply aggregates, ready

mix concrete (RMC)

plants and crushers.

Supreme has one of the

higher gross block to

sales ratio in the industry.

We have control over

input costs. We also have

uninterrupted supply of

raw materials that

shortens our

project

execution cycle. We

believe that none of our

projects have ever got

delayed is a testimony to

our business model.

Besides, we have not

compromised on our

margins. We have one of

the highest EBIDTA

margins too in the

industry.

We invested over ` 60

crores for plant and land

at Padga where we have

setup our In-House

Quarrying, RMC, Asphalt

and Crusher plants. We

have a quarrying license

till 2017 at the Padga

plant which not only

ensures the resource

availability, but also

insulates the company

from any price

fluctuations of

aggregate

supplies which are on the

rise. Besides, it has made

us one of most

competitive players in the

Maharashtra

infrastructure cluster. Our

order from this cluster

stands at ` 2,372 crores

now. 

As we were in the

investment phase to build

our resource integration

assets, our gross block

surged and our ROIC

showed a declining curve.

This was temporary. As

we move ahead and

execute the current order

book without any

substantial investment in

gross block, we see ROIC

increasing.

We like to control our destiny. Our resource integrated business
model has been built to satisfy customers and delight investors.
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We look at our order

book differently.

At Supreme, order book

is not just a number.

Looking at an order book

just like a number

doesn't reflect

everything. Our order

book is a reflection of our

competitiveness, our

competence, our

capabilities and our

capacity to execute.

Our order book is across

segments.

Over the years, we have

learnt, built expertise and

executed orders across

different segments of the

infrastructure space.

Though we principally

started as road

executors, we enhanced

our capabilities by

executing more complex

road projects that have

difficult terrain, route and

have multiple bridges.

Our EPC road margins are

amongst the highest in

the industry. We are

replicating this in the real

estate, irrigation, railway

and power distribution

segments. We see power

distribution as another

growth segment and we

have outstanding orders

worth ` 241 crores 

Our order book includes

BOT projects and private

sector projects

BOT projects have now

become the new order for

growing the order book.

The importance of having

BOT projects pipeline is

that projects can

commence after financial

closure, and therefore,

advances are faster and

delays are much lesser.

This enhances our

competitiveness. Our BOT

order book currently

stands at ` 1,063 crores. 

Private sector is fast

emerging as an important

supplier of orders for the

segments Supreme

represents. The order

book from government

stands at ` 2,021 crores

and balance is from

private sector projects.

The margins are generally

higher in private sector.

Our current order book of

about ` 3117 crores is

spread across 7 verticals

and 5 states. Our Order

Book to Sales ratio is at

3.4x FY11 revenues and

thus provides visibility for

the next two years as the

current execution cycle is

around 24-30 months.

Our order book is a reflection of not
just what we will deliver, but also of

what we have achieved thus far.

BOT vs Non BOT Projects

Order Book Snapshot

Region % Order Book

BOT 34.2%

Non BOT 65.8%

Govt vs Non-Govt Orders
Region % Order Book

Govt Orders 64.8%

Non-Govt Orders 35.2%

Category Total Order Book (` crores) % of Order Book

Roads 1215 39.0%

Bridges 110 3.5%

Railways 23 0.8%

Buildings 1482 47.5%

Irrigation 16 0.5%

Power 241 7.7%

Sewerage 2 0.1%

Others 28 0.9%

Total 3117
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Excellence In
De-Risking
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Supreme started in the
western region of India,
more particularly in
Maharashtra and within
Maharashtra, in Mumbai.
It is therefore natural
that Maharashtra
continues to be a large
driver of order book,
revenue and margins for
the company. However,
we recognised that from
a long term perspective,
it was important to move
into other areas and
reduce the geographical
risk.

We have added two

important regions - North
and East. 

We have a healthy and
growing order book of 
` 662 crores from North
that includes Haryana,
Punjab and Uttar
Pradesh. We have asset
ownership here and we
believe that soon
Supreme will have a
sizable order book to
execute in North. We
have set up a Quarrying
Mine for Aggregate
Supplies and Crushing
plant at Pathankot which
will cater to the regions

of NCR, Punjab, Haryana
and Rajasthan. 

Last year, we have also
entered east in West
Bengal. We see
infrastructure a huge
opportunity in the East
and North-East. With the
change in political
leadership in West
Bengal, we expect
eastern India to catch up
on its infrastructure.
Currently, we have an
order book of only ` 71
crores from West Bengal,
but this is just the
beginning. 

As with geographical 
de-risking, we have also
de-risked our segments.
Today, we are not over
dependent on any one
segment. We have built
capabilities in many
other segments. We
have moved in
the high

growth power distribution
segment which, we
believe, will add
considerably to our order
book in time to come. 

As we look ahead, this is
what we have to submit:
If  India continues to
grow at 8%, the
infrastructure sector will
not just be a supporter of
the growth, but will also
have to drive the growth.
We expect infrastructure
spend to increase. We
have built expertise
across seven segments.
We have extended our
presence to North and
East India. We have a
pedigree and a business
model that excels in
resource integration,
costs and execution.

We have built a business model that insulates itself from segmental
cyclicality as well as geographic cyclicality. It's a de-risked business model.

Geographical Order Book
Region % Order Book

Maharashtra 75.6%

Haryana 11.8%

Punjab 7.8%

UP 1.6%

West Bengal 2.3%

Others 0.9%
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Excellence In
BOT Assets
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The Government's  PPP

initiative was the right

step to ensure faster

infrastructure build-up of

the country. Build-Own-

Transfer emerged as an

opportunity in the Indian

infrastructure space. It

led to capital driving

opportunity and many

entered this space. 

Though the BOT

opportunity remains the

same today, its ability to

deliver returns is a

function of understanding

the variables that deliver

IRR. Traffic volume

increases once a good

infrastructure is built. We

have also seen the

willingness of users to

pay toll. Supreme

understands BOT and

entered this space

through its 100%

subsidiary, Supreme

Infrastructure BOT Pvt.

Ltd. (Supreme BOT). We

believe that in times to

come Supreme BOT will

have very strong annuity

incomes and valuable

assets.

Supreme BOT is different

for many reasons:

•We execute projects 

in-house through the

parent company,

Supreme Infrastructure

and thus our execution,

which is key for IRR for

every project, is under

our control.

•All BOT projects of the

company are in high

growth region or have

substantial existing

traffic. There is sufficient

traffic data available to

ensure that we have bid

right and these projects

will deliver the bid IRR.

Supreme currently has

four BOT projects across

Roads and Bridges in

various stages of

development from which

would lead to sustainable

Cash Flows from FY 2013.

BOT is offering interesting investment opportunities to those
who can execute in time and bid for the right BOT assets.
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Dear Shareholders,

At Supreme, we have always

believed in the power of

excellence. We strive for

excellence in our performance

and results by building upon

the excellence of pedigree. We

strive for excellence through

our integrated business model

de-risked by geographic and

sectoral diversification of our

projects. We pursue excellence

by enhancing our capabilities

and moving up the value chain

- from roads to railways, and

from irrigation to power and

railway projects.

Supreme Infra has had a very

profitable 2010-11. During the

year, your company reported 

` 917.85 crores revenues and a

profit after tax of ` 75.95

crores. This represents a

revenue growth of over 72%

and profit after tax growth of

over 93% respectively. Our

backward integration model has

ensured EBITDA margins to the

tune of 17.6 % resulting in

EBITDA of ` 161.47 crores. Our

PAT margin stood at 8.3 % for

FY10-11. Our order book

currently stands at ` 3,117

crores, a growth of 94% during

the year.

FY10-11 has been a game-

changing and a challenging

year for the industry. Game

changing because, the

Government has renewed its

focus on the Infrastructure

sector, and is leaving no stone

unturned to ensure a right

infrastructure set up for the

country. Challenging, because

the huge surge in opportunity

in this sector has led to

increased competition, which if

it continues for some more time

may affect return ratios for the

industry players.

Our company has marched

ahead in FY10-11. We have

forayed in North India and East

India with a view to further

diversify our geographical

presence. We are on the verge

Chairman’s
Letter



of completing large orders in

our portfolio which will result in

greater acceptance of our skills

and delivery amongst our

existing and prospective clients. 

Your company currently has an

order book of ` 3,117 crores

and we expect to execute this

within the next 24 to 30

months. This provides visibility

to consistent and growing

earnings, and with it, higher

ROI. We have added significant

orders in the Roads, Road -

BOT, and Real estate sectors.

We have added West Bengal in

our area of operations and

firmly believe that this

geography will result in large

orders owing to the industrial

and economic development

planned for the state. 

In our Road BOT segment, we

have achieved financial closure

for our Manor-Wada Bhiwandi

road project. Work on this

project started during the year

and we have achieved

significant progress on this

patch. During FY10-11, We

bagged two BOT projects. Our

company is declared L1 for

Ahmednagar-Karmala-

Tembhurni Road BOT project.

We have also been awarded

Panvel-Indapur Road BOT

project. These wins are

prestigious additions to our

portfolio and we believe we will

add enormous shareholder

value by way of our BOT

projects. Our company would

continue to bid for such BOT

projects.

We have also made forays into

other high-margin segment of

the infrastructure space like

power distribution, irrigation,

railways and real-estate. We

have an outstanding order book

for power distribution projects

to the tune of ` 241 crores. 

We have always stressed on

execution. Execution of projects

within time and within costs

remains one of our core

strengths as well as key

differentiator. We have built a

large and strong resource base

of assets to ensure that for all

our projects, we have the raw

materials within our control. We

have invested substantially to

develop our resource integrated

model which is reflected in our

gross block. We are now in a

position to execute most of our

order book without any further

heavy investments.

Supreme Infra is not just any

other infrastructure company in

India. Supreme Infra has been

built carefully and has

transformed quite significantly

over the last few years. This

transformation, in essence, is

why Supreme Infra will deliver

robust earnings growth and a

growing ROI. 

Simply put, even though we

appear to be like any other

infrastructure company, we are

not. There is a lot hidden

beneath in the way Supreme

Infra has been built. We are

happy where we stand. As we

look ahead, we see ourselves

further transforming from a

mid-size infrastructure company

into a large infrastructure

player. The team is young. Our

approach towards future

possibilities fortifies our vision

to go beyond the present. With

the power of excellence and the

aim to stay ahead SUPREME

INFRASTRUCTURE INDIA

LIMITED is all poised to go for

end to end model of operations

in executing projects in

different verticals of

infrastructure.

We are committed to deliver

strong execution and with it

above-industry average margins

and a high ROI and cash flow.

And fortunately, India is also

just getting started on its

second phase of aggressive

infrastructure investment

phase.

Before I conclude, I want to

thank every shareholder, team

member, the hundreds of

workers, various state

governments and the banks for

trusting us. 

Thank you,

Sincerely,

B. H. Sharma

Executive Chairman
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• To be amongst the leading construction / contracting company in India

• End to end construction company

• Presence across Infrastructure sectors

• Most preferred contractor

Vision

14

Our Visiting Card

Supreme Infrastructure India Limited (SIIL) is one of the fastest

growing companies in India in the burgeoning infrastructure space.

Built of a solid foundation, SIIL was promoted by Mr. Bhawanishankar

H. Sharma over 25 years ago. It became a public limited company in

2007 and is today listed on BSE and NSE.

Pedigree

• Excellence

• Expediency

• Economy

Values

Strive to constantly to evolve, led by a culture of quality,

empowerment and teamwork to become an innovative

pioneer in infrastructure development competing globally.

Mission



Integrated business model
Supreme prefers the integrated business model having its own aggregate assets and execution

team. Supreme believes in minimal out-sourcing.

Margin leadership
Supreme has over the last ten years demonstrated margin leadership in the industry, thanks to

its integrated business model. EBIDTA margin stood at 17%. 

Recognition
Excellence is at the heart of SIIL. We received the Excellence Award for contribution in the field

of Economic Development. Our Promoter and Executive Chairman, Mr. Bhawanishankar H.

Sharma has been awarded the 'Udyog Ratna Award' from one of the country's premier research

institutes 'Institute of Economic Studies' (IES) for his contribution to economic development.

During the year, Mr. Vikram Sharma, our Managing Director was awarded ‘Young Entrepreneur of

the Year 2010’ by EPC World Awards 2010.

15
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Presence
Supreme is headquartered in Mumbai but its business

presence extends to West, North and recently West India.

Supreme is geographically well diversified.

Gross Block
Supreme has invested aggressively in ownership of

quarrying assets and earth moving equipments that have

enabled the company deliver projects in time and within

the costs. Investment in gross block totalled ` 326.8 crores.

• Roads

• Bridges and Flyovers

• Railway

• Power Distribution

• Irrigation

• Sewerage and Pipelines

• Buildings

Business Segments
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Top Projects

NHAI Chitradurga Road Project - Karnataka

Part of the Western Transport Corridor - 18kms. with 6 major bridges

Value - ` 125 crores

Bhiwandi Nasik Highway - Maharashtra

4 lane widening for 510-530kms. Vadep-Gonde section of NH-3 (sub-contracted from Sadbhav

Engineering)

Value - ` 50 crores

Kasheli Bridge Project - Maharashtra

Project to replace the existing 85 year old bridge and includes 2 bridges with carriageway of

approximately 13 mts. width

Value - ` 250 crores

Supreme Business Park - Powai - Mumbai

Uniquely built in 3 stacks with central core supporting cantilever slab of 50 ft. span

Value - ` 217 crores

BOT Projects

Manor - Wada - Bhiwandi Road

Project to widen the existing 2 lane to 4 lane highway on NH-8. Length - approximately 64.32kms.

Value - ` 430 crores 

Concession Period - 22 years + 10 months   EPC Value - ` 330 crores 

Panvel - Indapur - Maharashtra

Widening the existing 2 lane higway in NH-17 into a 4 lane highway

Value - ` 1200 crores

Concession Period - 21 years   EPC Value - ` 415 crores (Supreme’s share)

BOT Asset portfolio
As on March 31, 2011 the company has four BOT projects that include Manor-Wada-Bhiwandi,

Panvel-Indapur, Kasheli Bridge and Haji Malang. We have been declared L1 for Ahmednagar-

Karmala-Tembhurni project.
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Financial   
Snapshot
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` in Million

Particulars FY11 FY10 FY09 FY08 FY07

Results of Operations

Income from Operations 9178.5 5332.5 3822.8 1563.0 783.3

EBIDTA 1614.7 981.8 662.9 360.5 191.5

Profit after Tax (PAT) 759.5 392.0 269.8 191.8 127.5

Financial Position

Share Capital 167.4 138.7 138.7 138.7 104.0

Reserves & Surplus 2400.5 1384.1 1016.4 800.1 292.0

Net Worth 2567.9 1522.8 1155.2 905.6 396.0

Gross Block 3268.1 2890.6 2290.6 1189.8 391.1

Net Block 2578.0 2433.6 2035.7 1065.5 335.4

Net Current Assets 4934.5 2420.3 1291.9 610.3 471.1

Ratios

EBIDTA Margin 17.6% 18.4% 16.3% 22.6% 20.7%

PAT Margin 8.3% 7.4% 6.6% 12.0% 13.8%
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Board of Directors
Mr. B.H. Sharma Executive Chairman
Mr. Vikram Sharma Managing Director
Mr. Vikas Sharma Whole Time Director
Mr. Mukul Agrawal Independent Director
Mr. V.P. Singh Independent Director
Mr. Vinod Agarwala Independent Director
Mr. Pramod Kasat Independent Director 
Mr. H.D. Sharma Independent Director 

(ceased w.e.f. 27th July, 2011)

Mr. Dakshendra Agrawal Non Executive Director
(appointed w.e.f. 13th Nov, 2010)

Company Secretary and Compliance Officer
Mr. Vijay Joshi

Statutory Auditors
Walker, Chandiok & Co 
Chartered Accountants

Shah & Kathariya 
Chartered Accountants

Bankers and Financial Institutions
State Bank of India 
State Bank of Patiala
Axis Bank Ltd.
The Saraswat Co-Operative Bank Ltd.
SREI Infrastructure Finanace Ltd.

Registered Office
Supreme House, Plot No.94/C Pratap Gad,
Opp. I.I.T Main Gate, Powai, Mumbai - 400 076
Tel: +91 22 6128 9700
Fax: +91 22 6128 9711 
Email: investor@supremeinfra.com
www.supremeinfra.com

Registrar and Transfer Agent
Bigshare Services Pvt. Ltd.
E-2, Ansa Industrial Estate, Shikivihar Road,
Sakinaka, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 072
Tel: +91 22 2847 3747 / 3474
Fax: +91 22 2848 75207
Email: investor@bigshareonline.com
www.bigshareonline.com
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Disclaimer

In this Annual Report we have disclosed forward-looking information to enable investors to comprehend our prospects and take informed

investment decisions. This report and other statements - written and oral - that we periodically make, may contain forward-looking statements

that set out anticipated results based on the management's plans and assumptions. We have tried wherever possible to identify such

statements by using words such as 'anticipate', 'estimate', 'expects', 'projects', 'intends', 'plans', 'believes' and words of similar substance in

connection with any discussion of future performance.

We cannot guarantee that these forward-looking statements will be realized, although we believe we have been prudent in our assumptions.

The achievement of results is subject to risks, uncertainties and even inaccurate assumptions. Should known or unknown risks or uncertainties

materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove inaccurate, actual results could vary materially from those anticipated, estimated or

projected. Readers should bear this in mind. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements, whether as a

result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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